
Robert Smith
Language Consultant

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Language Consultant is performing all Cub Club experiences while always maintaining brand-
approved reasons for our youngest guests and their parents to want to spend time in room. 
Providing and maintaining a fun, engaging environment inside Cub Club at all times and promote 
hands-on learning through daily activities.

SKILLS

Training, Operation Assistant.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Language Consultant
ABC Corporation  2008 – 2008 
 Performed and/or provide support to all necessary community appearances. This includes but 

is not limited to sponsors, charities, tradeshows, media and private functions.
 Charactered costume operations including care, cleaning, maintenance, etc.
 Committed entirely to the assigned scheduled opportunities for specific characters (Wiley, 

Violet, or other scheduled character) to appear at on-site and off-site events.
 Distributed Great Wolf Lodge promotional items designed to help increase guest experience 

and guest attendance at events.
 Willingness to performed child-friendly promotional activities on-site and in the community.
 Willingness to represented Great Wolf Lodge, and our mission and core values, in a positive 

manner on and off site.
 All character and escorted duties are interchangeable - it is expected that each Pack Member 

is willing and able to fulfill both roles as needed.

Language Consultant
Delta Corporation  2003 – 2008 
 With regard to a COBOL (computer programming language) manual written in English.
 Am currently working on and off with The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints in 

reviewing, processing, scripting, comprehending and .
 Tasks include using Microsoft word in order to compare, cross-reference and pay attention to 

details in the translating process of these three books.
 Served as a Sales Rep offering friendly and excellent support for all customer needs.
 Set up persuasive product displays to customers Organized and provided arrangements to the

merchandise in various stores Maintained and managed the .
 Provide interpretation and translation of American-English and Vietnamese pertaining to 

medical and law contents.
 International Education Research &amp; Analysis Corporation.

EDUCATION

Ph.D. In Department Of Linguistics
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